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1. In his first memoir on analysis situst Poincaré defined a number

N(rk, r„.-k) which had previously been considered, at least in special cases,

by Kronecker. With certain conventions as' to sign this number represents

the excess of the number of positive over the number of negative intersections

of a ^-dimensional circuit rk with an (n — k)-dimensional circuit r„_fc when

both are immersed in an n-dimensional oriented manifold. The purpose of the

present paper is to show how to calculate this number when the manifold is

defined combinatorially as a collection of cells and the circuits are composed

of sets of these cells; and to show how the matrices which represent the inter-

sectional relations between the fc-circuits and the (n — k)-circuits depend on

the matrices of orientation of the manifold. We also define certain modulo 2

intersection numbers and discuss the matrices connected with them.

The terminology and notations of the Cambridge Colloquium Lectures on

Analysis Situs (New York, 1922) will be used without further explanation,

and the references not otherwise indicated will be to that book.

2. Let a manifold Mn be given as the set of all points of a complex Cn.

Let C'n be a complex dual to Cn constructed as explained on page 88 by means

of a complex Cn which is a regular subdivision both of Cn and of C'n. Every

&-cell ak of Cn has a single point P? (cf. p. 85) in common with a single

(n — Är)-cell ¿>f C'„. which is called b'j~k. Our first problem will be to assign

a positive or negative sign to the intersection of aj with bj~k.

In order to do this, we suppose Mn to be oriented as explained in Chapter IV

and that_all cells, circuits, etc., are oriented. Moreover, in the regular

complex Cn, in which each ¿-cell is uniquely determined by its i+1 vertices,

the orientation of the ¿-cell will be denoted by the order in which its vertices

are written, and the following two conventions will be followed: (1) if

Ao Ax • • • Ak denotes a given oriented Zc-cell (k = 1,2, ..., n) any even

permutation of A9 Ax ••• Ak denotes the same oriented ft-cell and any odd

permutation denotes its negative; (2) the oriented (k—l)-cell AxAt---Ak is

positively related to the oriented k-cell Ao Ax • • • Ak.

* Presented to the Society under a different title, April 24, 1920.

t Journal de l'École Polytechnique, ser. 2, vol. 1 (1895).
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A simple argument by mathematical induction could, but will not here, be

given to prove that these notations and conventions are consistent with them-

selves and with the definition of oriented cells.

3. The ¿-cell ak of Cn is made up of a number of ¿-cells of C» having Pj as

their common vertex. Using the notation of page 86, let one of these be

denoted by

Pi Pi ■■■ ftlPj,

the points P being chosen, as is always possible, so that the orientation of

this ¿-cell agrees with that of aj. In like manner, bj~k is made up of a number

of (n—¿)-cells of Cn having Pj as their common vertex, and we let any one

of these be denoted by

If P?+1 ■ ■. Pi

the points P being chosen this time so that the sense of the ¿-cell which they

represent agrees with that of b"~ .  According as the oriented w-cell

Pi Pi  ■■■ Pt1 Pj Pl+l ■■• Ps

is positively or negatively oriented, we say that the intersection of ak with

bj~k is positive or negative.  In the first case we write

N(af, by") = 1

and in the second case

N(ak,bJ-k) = — 1.

From the definition of the points P itfollows directly that this definition

is independent of the particular cells of C« which it employs. It also follows

that the function N is such that

N(aJ, bj~k) =- — N(— a), bj~k)

(3.1)
= — N(ak, — bj~k).

Since the relation between Cn and Cñ is reciprocal, the definition given here

determines the meaning of N(bJ~k, aj), and a simple count of transpositions

in the notation gives the formula

(3.2) N(bJ~k, ak) = (—lfin-k) #(a*f &»-fc).

38
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4. The cells of Cn and C„ are so oriented (cf. p. 123) that

Ek  =  En-k+l,

which means that alj is positively or negatively related to ak_1 according as

in-k+i js p0Sjtiveiy or negatively related to bj~k. Now the points P may

be so chosen that Pa Pb • • - Pi ~ represents an oriented cell on ak_1 and

pfc-i pk pk+i pn represents an oriented cell on b?~k+l. By the definition

in § 2 above, the oriented cell P» Pb - ■ ■ P*-1 is positively or negatively

related to Pa Pb • ■ • P*-1 Pf, and therefore to ak, according as (— 1)* is

positive or negative. On the other hand, P/c_1 Pf Pk+1 ■ ■ ■ Ps" is positively

related to PjkP?+1 • • • P", and therefore to b"~k. Hence if b?~k+1 is positively

related to &?-*, a^'1 is positively related to ak and (— l)k A^af"1, &?-fc+x)

is positive or negative according as

Pa° Ph1--- Pf-1 Pf Pf+1 - • • P*

is positively or negatively oriented. A similar result holds if ft?- is

negatively related to bj~k.  Hence

AT(a* bj~k) = (—l)kN(ak-\ b'}'^1).

By repeated application of this formula we obtain

N(ak, bj~k) = (— l)k»+^N(a°a, b'¿).

But all the n-cells ft? are similarly oriented. Hence the value of N(al, b%)

is the same for all zero cells a0., and consequently the value of N(ak, b¡~k)

is independent of j. Hence if the notation is so chosen that b" is positively

oriented,*
Nía0,, &»)    = 1,

N(a},br1) = -1,

N(al br2) = 1,

N(a*,brs) = -1,

and all these equations are independent of ¿.

* Cf. Poincaré, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 32 (1900)

p. 280.
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5. An oriented complex rk composed of the oriented ¿-cells ak a\ - • • ak

counted x1 times, x* times, • • •, xa" times, respectively, is represented by the

notation

(b.\) rk = (x1^*, ..., xa').

Let r'n-k be an arbitrary oriented complex of C'k, so that

(5.2) r'n.k=(y\y2, ...,tf>).

By the number of intersections of rk with r'n-k, having regard to sign, we

shall mean the number N(rk, r'n-k) defined by means of the equation

N(rk, r,U) = 2>V N(akW-k)
j=i ■*  J

(5.3)
a*

= (—l)k(k+»l22xJyJ.
j=i

If we recall that there are no intersections of cells of rk of dimensionality

less than k with cells of T'n-k and that no cell ak intersects a cell b^"k unless

i —j, it is clear that this definition is in accordance with geometric intuition.

6. The last equation has as obvious corollaries the equations

(6.1) N(rk + Ak, r'n-k) = N(rk, r,U) + N(Ak, rn-k),

(6.2) N(rk, r,u + A'n-k) = N(rk, r;^k) + N(rk, ¿n-k),

from which it follows that if /*(*' = 1, 2, ..., «*) is any set of ¿-dimensional

complexes on which all ¿-dimensional complexes of Cn are linearly dependent

and rn-k (¿=1,2, ..., ak) a set of (n — ¿)-dimensional complexes on which

all (n — ¿)-dimensional complexes of C'n are linearly dependent, then if

at

(6.3) rk = 2xi rn-k
¿=i

and

«*

(6.4) rn-.k = 2yj ii-k
¿=1

08«
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where the x's and y's are integers, then

at    an

(6.5) N(rk, Fn_fc) = £ £xi yj N(K, H-k).
i=ij=i

Hence the intersection numbers of all it-dimensional complexes with all

(n — &)-dimensional complexes depend on the matrix of numbers AT(/k, /Vi-jc).

By choosing the complexes 7* and /lUt in the normal manner described in the

Colloquium Lectures this matrix may be given a very simple form, which we

shall determine in the next three sections.

7. As proved on page 116 of the Colloquium Lectures, a set of ¿.--dimensional

complexes upon which all the complexes formed from cells of Cn are linearly

dependent may be so chosen as to consist of (1) a set of Pk-i non-bounding

circuits which we shall denote by rk(i = 1, • • -, Pk— 1), or in Poincaré's

notation,

(7.1) H = 0;

(2) a set of xk circuits si\(i = 1, ..., xk) which satisfy the homologies

(7.2) tk A ~ 0

in which U represents a ^-dimensional coefficient of torsion ; (3) a set of rk+i

—Xk bounding circuits 0\

(7.3) ©!~0;

and (4) and (5) two sets of complexes (Pi and Wlk which are not circuits but

satisfy the following congruences:

(7.4) ®l ~ &Ui, 0 < i < rk—rk-h

(7.5) (Pi = it1 -4-1, 0 < i < Xk-x,

in which 0/c-i and si\-i are defined by replacing k by k— 1 in (7.3) and (7.2).

These relations are derived from the matrix equation

(7.6) Ek.Dk= Cu-tEZ
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which arises in reducing (cf. p. 108) the orientation matrix Ek to normal form.

The matrix Ek is one in which all elements are zero except the first rk elements

of the main diagonal. The first rk—tk-X of the non-zero elements are 1 and

the remaining rk-X are the coefficients of torsion of dimensionality ¿—1.

The first rk—rk-i columns of Dk represent the complexes to\, the next rfc_x

columns represent the complexes Wk, the next Pk— 1 columns represent the

circuits /», the next ne+i — rk columns represent the circuits Qk, the next rk

columns represent the circuits^. Thus, for example, if the yth column of

Dk (0 <.j<crk—Tk-i) is (xij, x2J, ..., xakj) we have

(7.7) 0{ = (xij, x2j, ..., xatJ).

The columns of the matrix Ck-i are the same as the columns of Dk-i in

a different order, and each complex represented by a column of Dk is bounded

by the circuit represented by the corresponding column of the matrix Ck-i ■ Ek-

It is from this fact that the congruences (7.4) and (7.5) are derived. The fact

that rk, Alk, Qk are circuits is a consequence of the fact that all elements

of Ek subsequent to the r/cth column are zero.

The homologies (7.2) and (7.3) arise by similar reasoning from the matrix

equation

(7.8) P,+1 - Dk+1 = Cft • Et+i

in which it is to be remembered that the columns of Ck are the same as those

of Dk in a different order.

8. The (n— ¿)-dimensional complexes required in the formulas of § 6 may

be determined by the same process as described in § 7, from the matrices of

the dual complex C'„. The matrices of the dual complex are related to those

of Cn by the equation (cf. p. 123).

(8.1) En-k — Pfc+i

in which Elt-k is the matrix of the relations between (n—k—l)-cells and

(n — ¿)-cells of Cn and P¿_n is the matrix obtained by interchanging rows

and columns of Ek+i.  The equation (7.8) gives the following:

Ck   • Pfc-f-i • Pfc-j-i = P£+i,

Dfc-l-i • Pfc-f i • Ct     = Pfc+i,

— _x' — —l'
En—k-Ck      = En—k-Dk+1-
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The columns of CjT1 determine a linearly independent set of complexes

analogous to those determined by the columns of Dk. They are described by

the following homologies and congruences, written in the order of the columns

of Ck1':

(8.2) Öi-k == Qi-k-i, 0<cj< rk+i — xk;

(8.3) WLk = if-1"1 JLk-i, 0 *cj < xk;

(8.4) H-k = 0, 0 < j < Pk — i ;

(8.5) 0¿-/£~O, 0<j<rk—n-i;

(8.6) <T/£ A-u ~ 0, 0 <i < rfc_!.

9. Since the columns of Dk are the same as those of Ck in a different order,
—i' i

and the columns of Ck    are the same as the rows of CjT , the matrix equation

(9.1) GY1 - Cu = 1

implies the relations

ak

(9-2) 2/*i/4> ={o if i +i>

between  the   columns   (œi;,   aay,   . . . ,   a;ay)   of  Dk   and   the   columns

(¡eij,, x'2p, ..., x'a¡¡p) of Cfc_1.   But by (5.3) this implies that the intersection

numbers of H, À etc., with ri-k, Á-k, etc., are zero except in the following

«fc cases, written in the order of the columns of Cr-1 :

(9.3) N(&L, ©;U) = (-If (fc+«'2, 0 < j < rk+i -xk;

(9.4) N(A, WLk)=(-Dk*+m, 0^i<rft;

(9.5) V (H, H-k) = (—1/***»*, 0 <i ^ Pfc -1 ;

(9.6) AT(0»i 0j(_fc) = (—I)»«-»», o <y ^ rfc _ Tk_1.

(9.7) V(2% ^ií-fc) = (-l)k«+w, 0 <i < rk_!.
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Thus, each ¿-circuit rk intersects the corresponding (n—¿)-circuit once

and intersects no other of the fundamental (n — ¿)-dimensional complexes.

None of the other ¿-circuits (Jk or 0¿) intersects any (n—¿)-circuits, but

each Qk intersects a complex toln-k which is bounded by 0n-k-i; and each

Ak intersects a complex &n-k which is bounded by A„-k-i counted tk times.

Thus we may say that each 0k links one and only one &n-k-i once and each

A*k links one A\-k-i in a manner which may be described as a fractional

number of times, ± 1/*}. A further study of these linkages would carry us

beyond the bounds of the present paper.

10. The matrix spoken of at the end of § 6 is now seen to consist entirely

of zeros except for ak elements whose value, 1 in every case, is given by

equations (9.3), ..., (9.7). If we limit attention to circuits the only non-zero

terms which remain are those given by the intersections of rk, ..., rjf'-1 with

the corresponding non-bounding (n — ¿)-circuits. The matrix is therefore one

which consists entirely of zeros except for the first Px—1 terms of the main

diagonal which are all l'a. For any ¿-circuit rk of C» we have

*»-» r» »»-i-**

(lo.i) rk = 2 xí ri + 2yiA+ 2 fi ©*=
t=l »=1 i=l

and for any (n—¿)-circuit of Cn we have

(10.2) rn-k = 2 oc'irt-k+2y'iA+ 2 *l®i.
i=l 1=1 t=l

When these expressions are substituted in (6.5) there results

pt-i

(10.3) N(rk, rn-k) = (- W±1)l22xi x\.
i=l

Thus we have the theorem that if

(10.4) rk - 2 xí H+2yi A
i=l i=l

and

Pk-1    _ r*

(10.5) rn-k ~2*'i ri-k + 2y'i A-k,
¿=i t=i

then the intersection number of rk with Tn-k is given by (10.3).
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This theorem has the corollary that

N(rk, rn-k) = o

if and only if at least one of the liomologies

pTk'^ 0 or q rn_k nu 0

is satisfied for some integer value of p or q. In other words, the statement

p rk ** 0 is equivalent to the equation

N(rk, r„_fc) = o

for the one circuit rk and all circuits rn-k.

From this it follows that if rk is any /¿-circuit composed of cells of Cn and

such that

rk ~ rk

then

N(l\, TV*) = N(rt,rn-k).

11. Incidentally it may be remarked that (10.4) and (10.5) give rise to the

following "homologies with division allowed":

p*~1 _ p*-1

rkr^> 2} x* rk,     rn-k ™ ]L, y i rn-k.
i=l i=l

Whenever these homologies are satisfied the equation (10.3) is satisfied. As

remarked by Poincaré, it is because the intersection numbers are more closely

related to the homologies with division alloAved than to the ordinary homo-

logies that his attempt to prove the Euler theorem and the theorem about

the duality of the Betti numbers by means of the intersection numbers was

unsuccessful.
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12. The fundamental sets of circuits which appear in the formulas of § 10

are chosen in a very special manner. A perfectly arbitrary fundamental set

of ¿-circuits is however related to this special set by homologies

rl<s>2*jrt+ 2 «j^rn+1
;=i j=p*

in which the (Pk—1 + i-^-rowed determinant |«j| = ± 1. A general funda-

mental set of (n — ¿)-circuits I'n-k is related to the special set by an analogous

set of homologies. Hence the matrix of the intersection numbers

N(H, TLè

is one of Pk—l + rk rows and Pk—l + rfe_x columns, of rank Pk—1 and

having all its invariant factors unity.

13. For some purposes it is desirable to introduce intersection numbers

which do not distinguish between positive and negative intersections. The

theory of these numbers is much simpler than that which we have been deve-

loping because all the determinations of algebraic sign in §§ 2, 3, 4, 5 can be

omitted. We simply replace the definitions of § 3 by the agreement that

M (of, bf-k) = 1 or 0

according as a¡ and bj~ have a common point or not. Then the definition in

§ 5 is replaced by

at

M(rk, r'n-k) =2xJyJ,

the sum being taken modulo 2.

The determination of the intersection numbers of fundamental sets of

¿-circuits and (n — ¿)-circuits in §§ 7, 8, 9 is replaced by an analogous theory

based on the matrices Afc-i and Bk which arise in the reduction of the inci-

dence matrix Hk to normal form (cf. p. 79 and following pages). The result

obtained is that there exist a set of ¿-circuits rk, 1\, ..., rk " and a set of

(n—¿)-circuits ll-k, I%-k, ..., r^1 such that

M(rl,li-k) = {l*Í^j;
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and if

Bt-1

rk = ^/XiTk,
f=l

Rk-1

rn—k == ¿jy% «»—je,
f=l

then

Bt-t

M(rk, r„_ k) = 2 xí yi (mod 2).
¿=i

It should be observed that these formulas cannot be obtained by reducing

the formulas of § 10, modulo 2, because the formulas of the present section

take account of non-orientable circuits which do not enter into the theory of

oriented intersections.

Princeton University,
Princeton, N.J.


